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RECENT ACTIVITIES…
Paulinian Faculty Formation Sessions
Contributed by Dr. Ma. Encarnacion Dychangco
The Academic Services held two faculty formation sessions
in February, both addressing professional development.
The first training, which is actually the 5th PFFP, was on
Rubric Making. The goals were to review the basic principles
on creating rubrics and to craft an evaluation framework
which is outcomes-based yet generic enough to act as
minimum indicators for all rubrics.
The training was conducted by two faculty members
from the General Education program who attended offcampus training on assessment and evaluation: Ms.
Gertrude Montenegro and Mr. Lamer Morales, shown in
the photo left after receiving their certificates of thanks.
The last part of the program was a workshop on rubric
creation wherein the team decided on a minimum set of
indicators and performance behaviors which all rubrics
must have.

The resource speakers
and the participants…
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The second training session
was on Google Education.
Mr. Steven Sutantro, Google
certified trainer from Jakarta
Indonesia,
gave
the
seminar-workshop on the
Basics of Google Education
and how to improve online
learning using the tools in
Google Ed. The session was
held on 23 February 2019 in
the
Arts
Laboratory.
Mr. Sutanto and the seminar-workshop participants

Self-Defense Seminar
Contributed by Dr. Ma. Encarnacion Dychangco
The PE students of Dr. Cynthia Salazar and
selected faculty and staff underwent a training
session on self-defense tactics on 1 March 2019 at
the university quadrangle. The training-workshop
with return demonstration was conducted by
experts from Mapua University Manila.
The session, which hoped to equip the students
and employees with the skills and recognition for
self-defense, was facilitated by Dr. Salazar.

Trainors and participants in Self-Defense Seminar
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Graduate Students visit Heritage Center of SPC Philippine Province
Contributed by Dr. Ma. Encarnacion Dychangco
The graduate students from the PhD Nursing Education
and Doctor in Musical Arts programs, together with
selected academic managers, went on a tour of the
Heritage Center of the Sisters of St. Paul of Chartres
Philippine Province. This activity is one of the blended
sessions of the subject Paulinian Education, Philosophy,
and Ethics.
The tour allowed the graduate students to appreciate the
culture and identity of Paulinian Education as taught to
the Sisters by their founder, Fr. Louis Chauvet.

SPMAFI Meeting

Evaluation of 2019 Homecoming
12 March 2019
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